
WRITE A PARAGRAPH ABOUT ONE MEANS OF LEARNING THE

INTERNET

Vineet Baldwa 10C GMIS The internet as a means of learningFor millions to one network which enabled rapid
communication between them.

Then practise saying them from memory, imitating the speaker's pronunciation. The Internet continues to
grow, driven by ever greater amounts of online information and knowledge, commerce, entertainment and
social networking. Uses of Internet in Education Students can search what they want to learn about by the use
of Google or other search engines like Bing, Yahoo etc. You will not only learn about your subject, but also
improve your English. We are sorry that this post was not useful for you! The internet is an area of infinite
knowledge and whatever we are doing, we are learning. Unless you are very advanced, you shouldn't choose
texts that are that complicated. They learn fast but are we giving them the best learning environment? In this
paper, readers will discover reasons for how the internet can be helpful for children. I want to know how fire
and the wheel led to the invention of the internet! For example, to get a good feeling for the use of articles in
English you need to read lots of sentences, analysing them closely. Let us improve this post! This is a big
political game played by politicians and industrialists who are interested in making money by misusing the
education system in the country. Take time to find resources to read that are interesting and not too
complicated at the same time. Unfortunately, it's the other way around. If necessary the parents can help with
encouragement but they should not do the homework themselves. You won't find phrases like 'Sure makes a
feller thirsty' or 'Those oranges hit the spot' in your textbook, will you? Research done on the internet allows
us access to the newest information and up-to-date developments in any field possible. There's plenty of useful
stuff on the Internet. Submit Rating As you found this post useful Apart from passive secondary research, the
internet also allows communication between individuals living on the two opposite ends of the world. A study
published by Chatham House , 15 out of 19 countries researched in Latin America had some kind of hybrid or
zero-rated product offered. Last, but not least, the invention of the Internet could not have even been possible
without some earlier inventions and discoveries.


